
British Columbia: FSL Core French
What is EP?
EP is an online learning platform that revolutionises learning outcomes and teacher productivity
around the world. It is used by over 1.2 million students in over 4000 schools in over 80
countries.

What is EP?
EP Languages is one of the world’s leading language learning platforms incorporating contextual
listening, speaking, reading, writing, vocabulary and grammar combined with cutting-edge
technology.

Useful links:
● Click here for a short video which introduces the EP Languages course.
● Click here for a document which outlines how EP Languages aligns to the Common

European Framework.
● Click here for a document which gives an overview of all the content that we have

available.

Recommended levels for each grade:

Grade: EP course

Grade 5: Core French Getting started/beginner

Grade 6: Core French Getting started/beginner

Grade 7: Core French Beginner/Intermediate

Grade 8: Core French Beginner /Intermediate

Grade 9: Core French Intermediate/Advanced units 1-10

Grade 10: Core French Intermediate/ Advanced units 1-10

Grade 11: Core French Advanced units 11-16

Grade 12: Core French Advanced  units 11-16

How does Education Perfect address the Big Ideas from the British Columbian Languages
curriculum:

Big idea: How does Education Perfect support this:

Listening with viewing and intent helps us to

https://educationperfect.wistia.com/medias/cby4pkk7pm
https://www.languageperfect.com/media/content/Arabic/1590747438.02721f/1590747437928-137509685238861.pdf
https://help.educationperfect.com/article/360-what-languages-content-do-we-have-available


begin to understand French

Both verbal and non-verbal cues contribute
meaning in language

With simple French, we can describe ourselves
and our interests.

Reciprocal communication in French is possible
using high-frequency vocabulary and sentence
structures.

Stories help us to acquire language

Each culture has traditions and ways of
celebrating

Grade 5 Core French

Students are expected to know the
following:

Which EP units support this:

● French alphabet
● French phonemes

In each of the EP Languages units there is a lesson focusing on
speaking - and within this there are many activities to practise
pronunciation. Students can record themselves saying a word or a
sentence and then play back their recording and compare it to a
model answer. They can repeat this process several times.

● Gender and number There are grammar lessons throughout our Beginner French course
which address gender and number.
Here are some examples:

Beginner unit 1: Showing possession
Beginner Unit 3: Articles
Beginner Unit 5: Adjective agreement
Beginner Unit 6: Articles
Beginner Unit 7: Adjective agreement

● Common questions ● Getting Started in French: Unit 1:  Greetings and
Introductions

● Getting Started in French: Unit 2:  Asking how you are.
● Getting Started in French: Unit 4:  Numbers and Age
● Beginner Unit 1: Greetings and Introductions
● Beginner Unit 3: The classroom
● Beginner Unit 4: Dates and Birthdays
● Beginner Unit 5: Countries and Nationalities
● Beginner Unit 8: School subjects

https://www.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/#/content/activity/700383b1-b9bc-407c-ab04-8c824965976d
https://www.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/#/content/activity/1e9c8ad9-5606-4cc1-9c96-cb5e4235222d
https://www.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/#/content/activity/b6260f05-0be9-4a13-94ac-56ca2da3dbbf
https://www.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/#/content/activity/a52fca80-6dd0-4df8-9671-e27959f22f41
https://www.educationperfect.com/controlpanel/#/content/activity/4cc4008a-12ed-45fc-921b-e9e7f75b3b53


● Greetings and introductions ● Getting Started in French: Unit 1: Greetings and
Introductions

● Beginner French: Unit 1: Greetings and Introductions

● Basic information about oneself and
others

● Getting Started inFrench: Unit 4: Numbers and Age
● Getting Started in French: Unit 7: Family
● Getting Started in French: Unit 8: Animals
● Beginner Unit 2: Family and Pets
● Beginner Unit 4: Dates and Birthdays
● Beginner Unit 5: Countries and Nationalities

● Likes, dislikes, preferences, and
interests

● Getting Started in French: Unit 9: Likes and Dislikes: Food
and Activities

● Beginner French: Unit 6: Talking about meals
● Beginner French: Unit 8: School subjects
● Beginner French: Unit 9: Leisure activities

● Simple descriptions ● Getting Started Unit 3: Colours
● Getting Started Unit 5: Classroom objects
● Beginner Unit 7: Describing people

● Common elements of cultural
festivals and celebrations

● communities where French is spoken
across Canada

● a Francophone cultural festival or
celebration in Canada

● ethics of cultural appropriation and
plagiarism

Grade 6 Core French

Curriculum competency: Content:

Students are expected to know the following: Which EP units support this:

● French phonemes
● French letter patterns

In each of the EP Languages units there is a lesson
focusing on speaking - and within this there are many
activities to practise pronunciation. Students can record
themselves saying a word or a sentence and then play
back their recording and compare it to a model answer.
They can repeat this process several times.

● Common questions ● Beginner Unit 1: Greetings and Introductions
● Beginner Unit 3: The classroom
● Beginner Unit 4: Dates and Birthdays
● Beginner Unit 5: Countries and Nationalities
● Beginner Unit 8: School subjects

● Descriptions of people and items ● Beginner Unit 3: The classroom
● Beginner Unit 7: Describing people
● Beginner Unit 10: My House



● Hobbies and topics of interest ● Getting Started in French: Unit 9: Likes and
Dislikes: Food and Activities

● Beginner Unit 9: Leisure

● Reasons for likes, dislikes and preferences
● Beginner Unit 8: School subjects

● Common emotions and physical states ● Beginner Unit 7: Describing people

● Basic information about events ● Intermediate Unit 6: Birthdays and celebrations
● Intermediate Unit 7: Making plans

● Cultural aspects of communities

● Communities where French is spoken across
Canada

● A Francophone cultural festival or celebration in
Canada

● Ethics of cultural appropriation and plagiarism

Grade 7 Core French

Curriculum competency: Content:

Students are expected to know the following: Which EP units support this:

● French letter patterns In each of the EP Languages units there is a lesson focusing
on speaking - and within this there are many activities to
practise pronunciation. Students can record themselves
saying a word or a sentence and then play back their
recording and compare it to a model answer. They can
repeat this process several times.

● A variety of questions ● Intermediate Unit 1: Ordering in a Restaurant
● Intermediate Unit 2: Restaurants and Shopping for

food
● Intermediate Unit 3: Clothing
● Intermediate Unit 4: Places and Directions
● Intermediate Unit 5: Going on Holiday
● Intermediate Unit 6: Birthdays and Celebrations
● Intermediate Unit 7:  Making plans
● Intermediate Unit 8: Daily routine
● Intermediate Unit 9: At the doctors
● Intermediate Unit 10: Past questions

● Descriptions of others ● Beginner Unit 7: Describing people

● Locations and directions ● Intermediate Unit 4: Places and Directions

● Reasons for likes, dislikes and preferences

● Simple comparisons ● Intermediate: Unit 3: Clothing
● Intermediate: Unit 4: Places and Directions

● Cultural aspects of communities

● Common elements of stories



● Communities where French is spoken across
Canada

● Communities where French is spoken around
the world

● Cultural aspects of Francophone
communities

Ethics of cultural appropriation and plagiarism

Grade 8 Core French

Curriculum competency: Content:

Students are expected to know the following: Which EP units support this:

● Common, high-frequency vocabulary and
sentence structures for communication in past,
present, and future time frames

● Intermediate Unit 5: Going on Holiday
● Intermediate Unit 6: Birthdays and Celebrations
● Intermediate Unit 7: Making plans
● Intermediate Unit 9: At the Doctor’s
● Intermediate Unit 10: Past Holidays

● a variety of questions ● Intermediate Unit 1: Ordering in a Restaurant
● Intermediate Unit 2: Restaurants and Shopping

for food
● Intermediate Unit 3: Clothing
● Intermediate Unit 4: Places and Directions
● Intermediate Unit 5: Going on Holiday
● Intermediate Unit 6: Birthdays and Celebrations
● Intermediate Unit 7:  Making plans
● Intermediate Unit 8: Daily routine
● Intermediate Unit 9: At the doctors
● Intermediate Unit 10: Past holidays

● time and frequency ● Intermediate Unit 6: Birthdays and Celebrations
● Intermediate Unit 7:  Making plans
● Intermediate Unit 8: Daily routine

● descriptions of items, people, and personal
interests

● Beginner Unit 7: Describing people
● Beginner unit 9: Leisure activities
● Beginner Unit 10: My house
● Intermediate Unit 3: Clothing
● Intermediate Unit 4: Places and Directions

● comparisons and contrasts ● Intermediate Unit 3: Clothing
● Intermediate Unit 4: Places and Directions



● reasons for preferences ● Intermediate Unit 1: Ordering in a Restaurant
● Intermediate Unit 2: Restaurants and Shopping

for food
● Intermediate Unit 3: Clothing
● Intermediate Unit 4: Places and Directions
● Intermediate Unit 5: Going on Holiday
● Intermediate Unit 6: Birthdays and Celebrations
● Intermediate Unit 7:  Making plans
● Intermediate Unit 8: Daily routine
● Intermediate Unit 9: At the doctors
● Intermediate Unit 10: Past holidays

● emotions, and physical states ● Intermediate Unit 9: At the doctors
● Advanced Unit 2: Ma vie

● beliefs and opinions

● cultural aspects of communities

● Francophone communities around the world
● Cultural aspects of Francophone communities

● Common elements of stories

● Ethics of cultural appropriation and plagiarism

Grade 9 Core French

Curriculum competency: Content:

Students are expected to know the following: Which EP units support this:

● French letter patterns Within each unit, there are activities to practice the
pronunciation of core vocabulary. Students can listen
back to their pronunciation and compare their recordings
to a model answer.

● Commonly used vocabulary and sentence
structures for communication in past, present,
and future time frames

● various types of questions
● descriptions of items, people, places, and

personal interests
● comparisons and contrasts
● sequences of events
● opinions about familiar topics
● cultural aspects of communities

● Intermediate Unit 1: Ordering in a Restaurant
● Intermediate Unit 2: Restaurants and Shopping

for food
● Intermediate Unit 3: Clothing
● Intermediate Unit 4: Places and Directions
● Intermediate Unit 5: Going on Holiday
● Intermediate Unit 6: Birthdays and Celebrations
● Intermediate Unit 7:  Making plans
● Intermediate Unit 8: Daily routine
● Intermediate Unit 9: At the doctors
● Intermediate Unit 10: Past holidays

● Advanced Unit 01: L'avenir et le monde du
travail

● Advanced Unit 02: Ma vie
● Advanced Unit 03: Voyage et tourisme
● Advanced Unit 04: Mode vie sain et problèmes

de santé
● Advanced Unit 05: Partir en échange en France

ou dans un pays francophone
● Advanced Unit 06: L'environnement
● Advanced Unit 07: La technologie et les réseaux



sociaux
● Advanced Unit 08: Cinéma et littérature

française
● Advanced Unit 09: L'immigration, le racisme et

les inégalités
● Advanced Unit 10: La culture française dans le

monde

● Elements of common types of texts
● Common elements of stories

All advanced units have a focus on di�erent
text types.

● Traditions and other cultural practices in
various Francophone regions

● Advanced Unit 3: Voyage et Tourisme
● Advanced Unit 05: Partir en échange en France

ou dans un pays francophone
● Advanced Unit 08: Cinéma et littérature

française
● Advanced Unit 10: La culture française dans le

monde

● Ethics of cultural appropriation and plagiarism

Grade 10 Core French

Curriculum competency: Content:

Students are expected to know the following: Which EP units support this:

● commonly used vocabulary and sentence
structures for communication in past, present,
and future time frames

● Advanced Unit 01: L'avenir et le monde du
travail

● Advanced Unit 02: Ma vie
● Advanced Unit 03: Voyage et tourisme
● Advanced Unit 04: Mode vie sain et problèmes

de santé
● Advanced Unit 05: Partir en échange en France

ou dans un pays francophone
● Advanced Unit 06: L'environnement
● Advanced Unit 07: La technologie et les réseaux

sociaux
● Advanced Unit 08: Cinéma et littérature

française
● Advanced Unit 09: L'immigration, le racisme et

les inégalités
● Advanced Unit 10: La culture française dans le

monde
● Advanced Unit 11: Communication et média
● Advanced Unit 12:: Les groupes sociaux
● Advanced Unit 13: Prendre des responsabilités

et passer à autre chose
● Advanced unit 14: La fin du lycée
● Advanced Unit 15: Point de vue historique
● Advanced Unit 16: Unit 16: Société mondialisée

et contemporaine

● Various types of questions

● Sequences of events

● Degrees of likes and dislikes

● Hopes, dreams, desires and ambitions

● Opinions about familiar topics

● Elements of a variety of text types

● Common elements of stories

● idiomatic expressions from across la
francophonie

● lives of Francophone Canadians and their
contributions to society

● ethics of cultural appropriation and plagiarism

https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/languages/10/core-french#
https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/languages/10/core-french#
https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/languages/10/core-french#


Grade 11  Core French

Curriculum competency: Content:

Students are expected to know the following: Which EP units support this:

● commonly used vocabulary and sentence
structures for communication in past, present,
and future time frames:

○ questions
○ sequences of events
○ predictions
○ personal experiences
○ opinions
○ comparisons and contrasts

●

● Advanced Unit 01: L'avenir et le monde du
travail

● Advanced Unit 02: Ma vie
● Advanced Unit 03: Voyage et tourisme
● Advanced Unit 04: Mode vie sain et problèmes

de santé
● Advanced Unit 05: Partir en échange en France

ou dans un pays francophone
● Advanced Unit 06: L'environnement
● Advanced Unit 07: La technologie et les réseaux

sociaux
● Advanced Unit 08: Cinéma et littérature

française
● Advanced Unit 09: L'immigration, le racisme et

les inégalités
● Advanced Unit 10: La culture française dans le

monde
● Advanced Unit 11: Communication et média
● Advanced Unit 12:: Les groupes sociaux
● Advanced Unit 13: Prendre des responsabilités

et passer à autre chose
● Advanced unit 14: La fin du lycée
● Advanced Unit 15: Point de vue historique
● Advanced Unit 16: Unit 16: Société mondialisée

et contemporaine

● elements of a variety of types of texts

● register and language etiquette

● idiomatic expressions from across la
francophonie

● ethics of cultural appropriation and plagiarism

Grade 12 Core French

Curriculum competency: Content:

Students are expected to know the following: Which EP units support this:

● commonly used vocabulary and sentence
structures for communication in past, present,
and future time frames:

○ questions
○ sequences of events
○ predictions
○ personal experiences
○ opinions
○ comparisons and contrasts

● Advanced Unit 01: L'avenir et le monde du
travail

● Advanced Unit 02: Ma vie
● Advanced Unit 03: Voyage et tourisme
● Advanced Unit 04: Mode vie sain et problèmes

de santé
● Advanced Unit 05: Partir en échange en France

ou dans un pays francophone
● Advanced Unit 06: L'environnement
● Advanced Unit 07: La technologie et les réseaux

sociaux
● Advanced Unit 08: Cinéma et littérature

française

https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/languages/10/core-french#


● Advanced Unit 09: L'immigration, le racisme et
les inégalités

● Advanced Unit 10: La culture française dans le
monde

● Advanced Unit 11: Communication et média
● Advanced Unit 12:: Les groupes sociaux
● Advanced Unit 13: Prendre des responsabilités

et passer à autre chose
● Advanced unit 14: La fin du lycée
● Advanced Unit 15: Point de vue historique
● Advanced Unit 16: Unit 16: Société mondialisée

et contemporaine

elements of a variety of types of texts

●

● register and language etiquette

● idiomatic expressions from across la
francophonie

● ethics of cultural appropriation and plagiarism

This table gives an overview of how the EP Languages programme covers all of the aspects of the core competency
Thinking and communicating:

Grade: Core competency: Thinking and communicating

Sound patterns:

Grade 5 ● Recognize the relationships between
intonation and meaning In each EP Languages unit there is a

comprehensive speaking unit which contains
exercises to practise word level and sentence
level pronunciation. The first stage of this is
when students complete vocabulary lists in
speaking mode, they are able to focus on the
di�erent aspects of French sound patterns as
they can record their pronunciation of a word,
then listen back to their recording, and
compare it to a native speaker. They can repeat
the word as many times as they choose in
order to perfect their pronunciation.  Students
then complete a similar style of activity which
focuses on sentence level pronunciation.

The listening and dictation modes included
with vocabulary lists also allow students to
listen to the pronunciation and recognise the
relationships between French letter patterns
and pronunciation and the relationships
between intonation and meaning.

Grade 6 ● Begin to recognize the relationships
between French letter patterns and
pronunciation

● Recognize the relationships between
intonation and meaning

Grade 7 ● Recognize the relationships between
French letter patterns and
pronunciation

● Use intonation and tone e�ectively to
communicate meaning

Grade 8 ● Recognize the relationships between
French letter patterns and
pronunciation

Grade 9 ● Recognize the relationships between
French letter patterns and
pronunciation



Grade 10 ● Make word choices to convey meaning

Comprehension and understanding

Grade 5 ● Comprehend key information in slow,
clear speech and other simple texts

● Comprehend simple stories
● Interpret non-verbal cues to increase

comprehension

In the EP Languages units, each section has an
extensive listening comprehension section
where each listening comprehension passage
is recorded by a native speaker so students are
exposed to native pronunciation. Students are
required to complete questions in response to
the listening texts.Grade 6 ● Comprehend key information and some

details in slow, clear speech and other
simple texts

● Comprehend simple stories

Grade 7 ● Comprehend key information and
supporting details in slow, clear speech
and other simple texts

● Comprehend simple stories

Grade 8 ● Comprehend key information and
supporting details in texts

● Comprehend and retell stories

Grade 9 ● Derive meaning from a variety of texts

Grade 10 ● Explore and derive meaning from a
variety of texts

Communication and Interaction

Grade 5 ● Use various strategies to support
communication

● Seek clarification of meaning
● Respond to simple commands and

instructions

In Getting Started  Unit 6 and Beginner Unit 3,
useful classroom language and expressions are
introduced to students so they can respond to
familiar questions and request help and
clarification.

In the speaking sections of the EP Languages
units, there are questions which require students
to answer spoken questions by recording their
answers, and also to record a conversation with a
friend where they respond to each others’
contributions.

The reading and listening comprehension
passages also contain incidental occurences of
these conversational techniques.

In our vocabulary lists we also have lists which
help with remembering formulaic conversational
expressions.

Grade 6 ● Use various strategies to support
communication

● Seek clarification of meaning
● Respond to questions, simple

commands, and instructions

Grade 7 ● Use various strategies to support
communication

● Seek clarification of meaning
● Follow instructions to complete a task

Grade 8 ● Use various strategies to support
communication

● Seek clarification of meaning

Grade 9 ● Use a range of strategies to support
communication

● Seek clarification of meaning
● Engage in conversations about familiar

topics

Grade 10 ● Seek clarification of meaning
● Engage in conversations about familiar

topics



Production and Expression:

Grade 5: ● Participate, with support, in simple
interactions involving everyday
situations

● Express themselves and comprehend
others through various  modes of
presentation

The EP Languages course is made up of contextual
units. In each unit students are required to
complete a speaking lesson which first of all
focuses on pronunciation and then focuses on
more communicative tasks where they develop
their conversational skills.

Within each EP Languages unit, there is a writing
and speaking lesson which gives students
opportunities to express themselves both verbally
and in writing -with lots of sca�olded activities to
help the process. In addition to this,  we have an
authentic tasks section in each unit, which
provides students with opportunities to express
themselves through various modes of
presentation.

Grade 6: ● Exchange ideas and information using
complete sentences, both orally and in
writing

● Express themselves and comprehend
others through various modes of
presentation

Grade 7: ● Exchange ideas and information using
complete sentences, both orally and in
writing

● Express themselves and comprehend
others through various modes of
presentation

Grade 8: ● Exchange ideas and information using
complete sentences, both orally and in
writing

● Comprehend and retell stories
● Narrate simple stories

Grade 9: ● Engage in conversations about familiar
topics

● Exchange ideas and information using
complete sentences, both orally and in
writing

● Narrate stories

Grade 10: ● Express themselves with increasing
fluency, both orally and in writing

● Narrate stories, both orally and in
writing

This table gives an overview of how the EP Languages programme can support the core competency of personal and
social awareness:

Grade: Core competency: Personal and Social Awareness

Grade 5 ● Identify Francophone communities
across Canada

● Demonstrate awareness of
connections between First Peoples
communities and the French language

● Identify a Francophone cultural festival
or celebration in Canada

Grade 6 ● Explore Francophone communities
across Canada

● Explore connections between First
Peoples communities and the French
language

● Explore a Francophone cultural festival
or celebration in Canada



Grade 7 ● Explore and share information about
Francophone communities around the
world

● Explore and share information about
connections between indigenous
communities and the French language

● Explore ways in which Francophone
cultures are expressed through
creative works

● Describe cultural aspects of
Francophone communities

● Explore ways to engage in experiences
with Francophone communities and
people

Grade 8 ● Explore and share information about
Francophone communities around the
world

● Explore and share information about
connections between indigenous
communities and the French language

● Explore ways in which Francophone
cultures are expressed through
creative works

● Describe cultural aspects of
Francophone communities

● Explore ways to engage in experiences
with Francophone communities and
people

Grade 9 ● Explore and share information about
connections between indigenous
communities and the French language

● Explore ways in which Francophone
cultures are expressed through
creative works

● Explore cultural practices and
traditions in various Francophone
regions, and their role in identity

● Describe similarities and di�erences
between their own cultural practices
and traditions and those of
Francophone communities in various
regions

● Explore the importance of story in
personal, family, and community
identity

● Engage in experiences with
Francophone communities and people

Grade 10 ● Explore regional variations in French
● Explore Francophone cultural

expression
● Recognize connections between

language and culture
● Recognize that language and culture

have been influenced by the
interactions of First Peoples and
Francophone communities in Canada

● Explore the lives and contributions of
Francophone Canadians

● Explore the importance of story in
personal, family, and community
identity

● Engage in experiences with
Francophone communities and people




